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Abstract

INTRODUCTION: To reduce demands on expert time and improve clinical efficiency,

we developed a framework to evaluate whether inexpensive, accessible data could

accurately classifyAlzheimer’s disease (AD) clinical diagnosis andpredict the likelihood

of progression.

METHODS: We stratified relevant data into three tiers: obtainable at primary care

(low-cost), mostly available at specialty visits (medium-cost), and research-only (high-

cost). We trained several machine learning models, including a hierarchical model,

an ensemble model, and a clustering model, to distinguish between diagnoses of

cognitively unimpaired, mild cognitive impairment, and dementia due to AD.

RESULTS: All models showed viable classification, but the hierarchical and ensemble

models outperformed the conventional model. Classifier “error” was predictive of pro-

gression rates, and cluster membership identified subgroups with high and low risk of

progression within 1.5 to 3 years.

DISCUSSION: Accessible, inexpensive clinical data can be used to guide AD diagnosis

and are predictive of current and future disease states.
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HIGHLIGHTS

∙ Classification performance using cost-effective features was accurate and robust

∙ Hierarchical classification outperformed conventional multinomial classification

∙ Classification labels indicated significant changes in conversion risk at follow-up

∙ A clustering-classificationmethod identified subgroups at high risk of decline
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1 BACKGROUND

Projected to reach13million by2050, the high number of patientswith

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is contrasted by a shortage of clinical experts

in the United States, with a shortfall of two-thirds of the number of

geriatricians needed by 2050.1 Considering these trends, improving

clinical efficiency and empowering primary care providers to screen

patients forADare paramount goals. A recentmeta-analysis of demen-

tia diagnoses made by general practitioners found that distinguishing

between patients with and without dementia produced an average

F1-score of 0.735, with high levels of heterogeneity across studies.2

These findings illustrate the existing gap in screening for AD in pri-

mary care settings. Achieving reliable screening at primary care visits

would enable better allocation of clinical resources and improve access

to specialty services.

Few studies in the field of AD classification have focused on

improving clinical efficiency in a primary care setting. Most stud-

ies in this area have either utilized multimodal biomarkers, includ-

ing neuropsychological testing, MRI, PET imaging, and cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) biomarkers,3–5 or extensively focused on specific modal-

ities of data.6–10 Many studies have also included predictive fea-

tures from the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) Dementia Stag-

ing Instrument.4,9,11,12 Despite their popularity in the literature,

these data modalities are costly and not available for most of the

aging population. In contrast, a limited number of studies have

focused on cost-effective data for AD screening. One such study

utilized widely accessible data to train machine learning classi-

fiers to distinguish between cognitively unimpaired and impaired

older adults.13 Another study used survey data to perform unsuper-

vised clustering to identify different subgroups at risk of developing

dementia.14 To our knowledge, no study has performed multino-

mial classification of different AD clinical diagnoses using widely

accessible data.

To address this, we propose to focus on lower-cost, readily accessi-

ble data in developing statistical machine learning tools to aid clinical

decision-making. These data include patient history, medical history,

simple cognitive testing, and behavioral survey information that are

less time-consuming and lower cost to obtain for the older adult

population. We aim to provide a measure of confidence associated

with the classifications. Without this, outputs from machine learn-

ing algorithms are difficult to understand and apply clinically.15 We

use longitudinal data to determine the clinical trajectory of diagnoses

as a proxy for classification confidence. While past work demon-

strated that classifiers, when given data at multiple time points, could

predict longitudinal diagnoses, few to none have developed classi-

fication methods not exposed to information from follow-up visits

that can give insight into conversion risk as a proxy for classifica-

tion confidence.8,12,16,17 In addition, it is unclear how well classifiers

can leverage cost-effective data from a single visit to inform us of

conversion risk at later time points. We compare several classifica-

tion methods, as past work demonstrated the viability of different

machine learning classifiers, including ensemble classifiers, in pre-

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Using PubMed, the authors con-

ducted a literature review for machine learning in clas-

sifying AD diagnosis. Most studies using multinomial

classification focus on neuroimaging and extended neu-

ropsychological testing modalities that are not widely

accessible. There is a need to improve clinical efficiency

by exploring AD classification using cost-effective fea-

tures.

2. Interpretation: Our proposed methodology is a robust

and generalizable framework for multinomial classifi-

cation of AD diagnosis. We developed novel methods,

including hierarchical and clustering-based classification,

which performed comparably to and better than exist-

ing methods.We conducted analyses to reveal significant

trends for progression risk at follow-up using only cost-

effective data from baseline. Extending upon past work,

we identified a set of high-performing, lower-cost fea-

tures to improve access to AD screening.

3. Future directions: We encourage future studies to repli-

cate our methods on independent datasets and incorpo-

rate plasma biomarkers as an additional modality.

dicting AD status and cognitive changes.9,18,19 We also present a

novel classification method to contrast against existing methods to

determine the optimal prediction performance using lower-cost fea-

tures. We hypothesize that utilizing a combination of classification

and clustering methods, which have been demonstrated to be use-

ful in identifying meaningful clinical subgroups in AD,14,20 will allow

us to stratify subjects into subgroups that may be of interest for

clinical intervention.

In this study, we addressed two major questions related to improv-

ing clinical efficiency using cost-effective data. First, how well can we

classify clinical diagnoses made by experts using cost-effective data?

Second, can cost-effective data inform us of the risk of subsequent

decline? Multinomial classification results from our study using lower-

cost data outperformed findings in the literatureusinghigher-cost data

and more complex deep learning classifiers.4,5 We observed that the

classificationswere significantly leading the clinical diagnosis at follow-

up visitswithin 1.5 and3years.Wealsodiscoveredhigh-risk subgroups

of subjects that had significantly elevated conversion rates when com-

pared to the population rate. Thus, using only lower-cost data can

enable robust classification of clinical diagnosis and simultaneously

inform primary care providers of an individual’s susceptibility for pro-

gressing to amore severe diagnosis at follow-up. Taken together, these

important pieces of clinical information can empower care providers

to refer high-risk patients to specialty care and improve access to

dementia care for older adults.
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TABLE 1 Summary demographics of study dataset.

Feature

Visit 1

(N= 1918)

Visit 2

(N= 1020)

Visit 3

(N= 353)

Mean age (SD, years) 76 (7.16) 77 (6.96) 78 (7.52)

Sex (% female) 57.2 56.2 57.5

Mean education level (SD, years) 15 (3.58) 16 (3.14) 16 (2.93)

Race (%) White 84.0 83.1 79.9

Black or African American 10.8 11.3 12.5

Asian 2.19 1.86 3.40

Other 3.01 3.14 4.2

Ethnicity: Hispanic or Latino (%) 10.1 8.04 8.78

Diagnosis (%) Cognitively unimpaired (HC) 1129 (58.8%) 610 (59.8%) 240 (68.0%)

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) 347 (18.1%) 130 (12.7%) 49 (13.9%)

Dementia due to AD 442 (23.0%) 280 (27.5%) 64 (18.1%)

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; HC, healthy controls; SD, standard deviation.

2 METHODS

2.1 Subjects

The data utilized in this study were obtained from the National

Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center (NACC).21 NACC standardizes data

collected across more than 30 Alzheimer’s Disease Research Centers

(ADRCs) in the United States. The Uniform Data Set (UDS) contains

clinical information, behavioral survey responses, neuropsychologi-

cal testing results, and additional diagnostic information for each

subject.22,23 This study used data from 17 ADRCs (anonymized to

protect privacy), includingUDS visits from September 2005 toDecem-

ber 2020. These ADRCs are located at major academic and research

institutions in the United States, and some have specific research and

recruitment focuses that serve to advance dementia research. Some

ADRCs focus on recruiting underrepresented populations in dementia

research to improve the generalizability of findings from these data. All

subjects within this analysis had at least one UDS visit with an associ-

ated magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan within 1 year of the UDS

visit. At each UDS visit, subjects received a diagnosis of either cog-

nitively unimpaired (healthy controls, HC), mild cognitive impairment

(MCI) due to AD, or dementia due to AD. We identified the first UDS

visit for each subject in this dataset, and for subsequent analyses the

second UDS visits were defined as the next visit within 1.5 years after

the first visit. Similarly, the third visits were defined as the next visit

within 1.5 years after the second visit (within 3 years of the first visit).

Features from the UDS and MRI modules of the NACC dataset were

included in this study, with features stratified into different tiers based

upon clinical experts’ opinions on the accessibility and costs associated

with collecting each feature. Because our focus was on the more com-

mon late-onset AD, we focused on subjects older than the age of 65 at

their first visit. In total, the dataset included 1918 subjects with visit 1

data, 1020 subjects with visits 1 and 2 data, and 353 subjects with vis-

its 1 through 3 data. Summary demographic information for subjects

included in this study is presented in Table 1.

2.2 Data processing

To account for differences in the scaling of input data, we normal-

ized all continuous features, one-hot encoded all discrete features, and

ordinally encoded all ordinal features. We discarded any features with

more than 20%missing values and imputed any remainingmissing data

using simple value imputation. Due to the change in the neuropsy-

chological testing battery introduced in UDS version 3.0 in 2015, we

converted the newer variables to the older variables using the Cross-

walk Study, which is the only systematic comparison of these two

testing batteries, to our knowledge.24,25 Structural MRI features were

uniformly preprocessed by theNACCMRI processing pipeline.26 From

this we obtained processed summary volumetric and cortical thick-

ness measures, including the volume of white matter hyperintensities.

Additional methodological details can be found in the Supplemental

Methods section.

2.3 Cost tiers

A central tenet of our approach is that not all data features are

equally accessible or easily obtained. After consulting with several

neurologists and neuropsychologists affiliated with the University of

California, Irvine ADRC (who routinely interview older adults with and

without AD), we have devised a three-tiered system to categorize fea-

tures based on the cost required to obtain the associated information.

Tier 1 features are “lower cost” and may be obtainable at primary

care visits by a general practitioner. These features are derived from

theUDS to represent information frompatient interviews,medical his-

tory details, and routine screening questions asked at a primary care

visit (e.g., using the Geriatric Depression Scale in the UDS to proxy the

Patient Health Questionnaire-2 commonly used in practice). For older

adults, especially those with memory complaints, the Mini-Mental

State Examination (MMSE) is often used as an additional screening tool

at primary care visits. While not sufficient to diagnose AD or related
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dementias alone, we included the MMSE here because it is currently

one of themost used screening tools at primary care visits.27 The scope

of these features are similar to the information obtained from Medi-

care’s AnnualWellness Visit for older adults, which has been shown to

beuseful for reducing theprevalenceof delayeddementia diagnoses.28

To our knowledge, data collected in this dataset were administered in

English, which is a limitation for generalizing to other populations, but

these features are relatively simple to administer and can be readily

obtained across different older adult populations, including different

languages and cultures.

Tier 1 features includeddemographic information (age, sex, race and

ethnicity, primary language,marital status, education level), patient his-

tory information (living situation, family history, medications, health

history), physical exam information (height, weight, blood pressure,

heart rate, any focal neurological signs), questionnaires including the

Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), NACC Functional Assessment Scale

(FAS), and Neuropsychiatric Inventory Questionnaire (NPI-Q), and

MMSE. We included the behavioral survey data here because these

features from the UDS are the closest proxies of the patient interview

information that could reasonably be obtained from a primary care

visit.

Tier 2 features are “medium cost” and primarily obtained at spe-

cialty care visits. Although it is possible some might be adaptable to

primary care settings, these features require more expert involvement

andpatient time than tier 1 data. Furthermore, these features aremore

difficult to translate across languages and cultures, as some specialized

tests have not been validated across different older adult populations.

Tier 2 features included additional neuropsychological testing features

beyond the MMSE and also included MRI features. Structural MRI

requires additional resources beyond a clinical visit, which justifies its

inclusion in tier 2. In summary, tier 2 features included categorical flu-

ency tests (vegetable and animal naming), the Trails Making Test A and

B, the Boston Naming Test (BNT), Logical Memory II—Delayed, digit

span tests, andMRI features.

Tier 3 features are “higher cost” and are primarily used for research

purposes. These included theCDR scores and apolipoprotein E (APOE)

ε4 carrier status from genotyping. Obtaining CDR scores typically

requires consensus from a clinical team and takes significant amounts

of expert time. Genotyping is generally not recommended currently for

routine evaluation of patients with late-onset AD.29

Our three-tiered, cost-based feature stratification system enabled

us to ask specific research questions about the tradeoff between infor-

mation usefulness (measured by classification results) and information

accessibility (measured by the cost tier). A summary of the modalities

of features included in each tier is presented in Table 2.

2.4 Classification pipeline

To build reliable classification models for differentiating between clin-

ical diagnoses, we developed complete classification pipelines for each

model of interest. To determine how well classifiers performed using

lower-cost data, we selected several classifiers to compare from the

existing literature, in addition to two novel approaches we developed

in this study. The pipelines all consisted of a class balancing step to

account for the larger prevalence of cognitively unimpaired individu-

als in the dataset. Next, the pipelines included a feature selection step

to reduce the dimensionality of the input features, which helped to

prevent overfitting to the training data and improved generalization

to unseen data. Finally, the classifier was trained on a portion of the

data and evaluated on a held-out set of subjects. The Synthetic Minor-

ity Oversampling Technique (SMOTE), with support for categorical

features, was used to correct for the class imbalance.30 We com-

pared pipelines with and without this sample balancing step and found

that pipelines with balancing yielded better classification results. Sev-

eral dimensionality reduction and feature selectionmethods, including

principal component analysis,31 LASSO,32 Bayesian ridge regression,33

and extra trees,34 were initially compared. Classification performance

did not change significantly across dimensionality reduction methods,

and to allow for flexible feature selection to include nonlinear associ-

ations, we decided to use extra trees to select for features that have

feature importance values above themean.

We used nested cross-validation (CV) to train and evaluate all

pipelines. Implementation details are included in the Supplemental

Methods section.Wereportedmeanmodel performanceacross theCV

folds using classification accuracy and F1-score, a summary statistic of

themodel’s specificity and sensitivity. These raw performancemetrics,

which are influenced by diagnostic class prevalence, were reported

alongside balanced performance metrics, which average across met-

rics within each class to equally weigh each diagnostic category. We

calculated the classification metrics using a baseline, naive classi-

fier that made predictions based solely on the most prevalent class.

This provided us with a chance rate against which we could compare

our metrics. In building our pipelines, we used the scikit-learn and

imbalanced-learn packages in Python.35,36

2.5 Existing machine learning classifiers

We chose to implement random forest (RF) classifiers for our study,

primarily due to their proven efficacy in previous work on Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) and their advantageous features, such as the ability

to incorporate multiple types of features, handle complex nonlinear

interactions between features, and provide interpretability of impor-

tant features.4,9,37 Previous studies also demonstrated that ensemble

methods can achieve high performance in AD classification.19,38 This

motivated us to utilize ensemblemethods and implement auto-sklearn

to automate theprocess of hyperparameter tuning andmodel selection

for our study.39 Auto-sklearn enabled us to simultaneously com-

pare multiple different machine learning models, including gradient

boosting, extra trees, support vector classifiers, multilayer percep-

tron, and RF, as well as evaluate both individual and ensemble model

performances. Auto-sklearn has several built-in methods for sample

balancing and feature selection that can be tuned during model train-

ing.We implemented this in lieu of the SMOTEandextra treesmethods

described earlier.
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TABLE 2 Modalities and features used for analysis stratified by cost tier.

Tier Modality (N) Features

1: Lower cost (primary care) Demographics (10) Age, sex, education level

Race, ethnicity, language(s) spoken

Marital status, living situation

Patient history (71) Tobacco use, alcohol use, medications

Cardiovascular conditions and comorbidities (eg, congestive

heart failure, stroke, diabetes)

Family history of dementia

Physical exam (eg, heart rate, blood pressure, BMI)

Behavioral surveys (39) NACC Functional Assessment Scale

Neuropsychiatric InventoryQuestionnaire

Geriatric Depression Scale

Neuropsychological testing (1) Mini-Mental State Exam

2:Medium cost (specialty) Neuropsychological testing (12) LogicalMemory II—Delayed, Trials A and B, Boston Naming

Test, vegetable and animal naming, digit span

MRI (155) Gross volumes, regional volumes, and cortical thicknesses

3: Higher cost (research) Genetic testing (1) APOE allele carrier status

CDR (8) CDR global, CDR sum of boxes, subdomain scores

Abbreviations: CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; NACC, National Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center.

2.6 Hierarchical classifiers

To contrast against existing classificationmethods, we developed three

related hierarchical classificationmodels to leverage the inherent hier-

archical structure among the three diagnostic classes (HC vs. MCI vs.

AD dementia). We formulated a two-step approach by breaking down

the multiclass landscape into simpler and more manageable binary

classification problems (Figure 1). To this end, we explored two strate-

gies based on first identifying those who had dementia (dementia-first

model) or those who were cognitively unimpaired (unimpaired-first

model). In the dementia-first model, the first level of the hierar-

chy identified individuals with AD dementia and the second level of

the hierarchy only contained individuals who are classified as non-

demented. For these subjects, we implemented a second classifier

that distinguished between individuals who were cognitively unim-

paired andwho hadMCI. For the unimpaired-first model, the first level

identified individuals without cognitive impairment and the second

level of hierarchy then distinguished between MCI and AD dementia

among subjects classified as cognitively impaired.Weused separateRF

classifiers for each layer of the hierarchy.

In addition, we combined the predictions from these two hier-

archical models in an ensemble that algorithmically determined the

predicted diagnoses (combined model). The combined model first pri-

oritized predictions of AD dementia from the unimpaired-first model,

followed by predictions ofHC from the dementia-firstmodel. If neither

of these predictions was made, the combined model then prioritized

predictions of HC from the unimpaired-first model, followed by pre-

dictions of AD dementia from the dementia-first model. Predictions

of MCI were incorporated at the end if no other class prediction

was made. In essence, the combined model fused the classifica-

tions provided by the dementia-first and unimpaired-first models in a

deterministic manner.

2.7 Subgroup identification

Past studies incorporated multiple data modalities, including a higher-

cost neuropsychological testing battery andMRI features, to generate

informative clusters that reflect the heightened risk of worsening cog-

nitive status over time.20,40 These studies explored a variety of cluster-

ing methods, including multilayer clustering, k-means clustering, and

mixturemodel clustering, to identify clinicallymeaningful subgroups in

AD datasets.41 Here, we implemented a novel clustering-based classi-

fication method to derive useful subgroup information and prediction

performance metrics simultaneously. We chose to implement Gaus-

sian mixture model (GMM) clustering for its ease of implementation,

generalizability to common cluster shapes, and probabilistic cluster

membership interpretation. GMM clustering can also be interpreted

as soft k-means clustering due to its probabilistic cluster assignments.

We applied extra trees as the feature selection step prior to clustering

to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and allow for bet-

ter cluster quality. Since the number of clusters is a hyperparameter

chosen a priori, we compared the algorithm’s behavior using different

numbers of clusters by performing silhouette analysis.42 A cluster size

of five was chosen to balance both the quantity of clusters to identify

potentially meaningful subgroups and the quality of clusters.
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F IGURE 1 Hierarchical classification strategies. (A) The conventional multiclass classification setup is “flat” without any hierarchical
relationships between classes. (B) The dementia-first model involves identifying subjects with AD dementia on the first level, then distinguishing
between the remaining subjects. (C) The unimpaired-first model first identifies cognitively unimpaired subjects, then distinguishes between the
MCI and AD dementia classes.

In the context of classification, we used five-fold CV to train the

GMM on the training set and obtained the cluster probabilities for

every subject in the held-out fold (testing set). Since subjects belong-

ing to the same cluster are likely to share similar clinical profiles, we

performed classification by weighing the clinical diagnosis probability

per cluster observed in the training data by the probability of belong-

ing to that cluster for each test subject. This yielded an interpretable

probability of being assigned each diagnosis. We selected the largest

probability as the final classifier prediction.

2.8 Feature importance

To understand which features are most informative for the classifier

when making decisions, we computed feature importance scores. This

analysis allowed us to quantify the contribution of each feature to

classification performance by nullifying its effect through random per-

mutation of its values across subjects. This effectively removed any

meaningful information and associations with other features, creating

a null model against which we could compare the classification per-

formance. Each feature was randomly permuted 20 times to arrive at

an estimated mean change in classification accuracy. The top 10 fea-

tures with a mean change in classification accuracy greater than one

standard deviation from zero were reported to ensure that reported

metrics focused upon results not likely due to chance.

2.9 Conversion risk

To quantify conversion risk, we first identified the overall rate of con-

version to a worse diagnosis at visits 2 and 3, which were within 1.5

years and 3 years of the first visit, respectively. The conversion rate
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for HC subjects to either MCI or AD dementia was 3.9% at visit 2 and

9.4% at visit 3. The conversion rate for MCI subjects to AD dementia

was 27.9% at visit 2 and 39.7% at visit 3. As expected, conversion rates

increased over time andwere higher forMCI subjects.

To determine whether classifications using visit 1 information

revealed information about conversion risk, we stratified HC subjects

from visit 1 by classifier prediction. Treating each classifier prediction

as a group, we quantified the proportions of subjectswithin each group

that converted to a worse diagnosis at visits 2 and 3. We performed

binomial tests to statistically determine whether conversion rates for

each prediction group differed from the overall rate for HC subjects

at follow-up visits 2 and 3. Binomial tests were only performed for

groups that had an expected count of at least five to help ensure reli-

able results, and p valueswere corrected formultiple comparisonswith

the Bonferroni correction for each analysis conducted using different

feature tiers. We repeated these analyses separately for MCI subjects

from visit 1.

We also wanted to understand whether cluster membership

revealed patterns of differing conversion risk at visits 2 and 3. In this

context, since we did not need to validate predictions from classifica-

tion,weperformedGMMclustering on all subjects using the procedure

described earlier. Given that we had five clusters, we performed chi-

squared tests to quantify any statistically significant differences in

conversion rates across clusters compared to the overall conversion

rate for HC subjects from visit 1 at follow-ups 2 and 3. Binomial tests

were only performed following significant chi-squared test resultswith

Bonferroni correction todeterminewhich clusters had significantly dif-

ferent conversion rates from the expected overall rate. Binomial test

p values were also corrected for multiple comparisons with the Bon-

ferroni correction for each analysis conducted using different feature

tiers. To ensure appropriate sample sizes, clusters with small counts

were combined for both chi-squared tests and post hoc analysis using

binomial tests to reach a minimum count of 5. We repeated these

analyses separately forMCI subjects from visit 1.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Classification performance using
cost-effective data

Our first goal was to determine how well the multiclass RF classifier

performed when given access to the different tiers of data. Raw eval-

uation metrics weighted by class prevalence showed a steady increase

in performance when higher cost tiers were included in the multiclass

RF pipeline (Figure 2A). The overall classification performance when

using only tier 1 features achieved 77.3% accuracy (95% confidence

interval [CI]: 76.7% to 77.9%) using a RF classification pipeline. When

only including non-neuropsychological testing features from tier 1 (ie,

excluding theMMSE), the results were highly similar (77.0% accuracy).

These values increased to 80.2% accuracy (CI: 79.3% to 81.2%) when

the tier 2 set of neuropsychological testing features were introduced.

With the inclusion of tier 2 MRI features, the performance metrics

increased to 81.3% accuracy (CI: 80.4% to 82.1%). The highest metrics

wereobtainedwhen tier3 featureswere included, yielding85.5%accu-

racy (CI: 84.6% to 86.4%). While including all feature tiers produced

the most accurate classifications, the relatively modest drops in clas-

sification performance when only using lower cost features indicated

that using low-cost features for screening is feasible and can yield rela-

tively accurate results that are comparable to neurologists and exceed

existingmachine learning studies leveraging higher cost data. Balanced

evaluation metrics, which average metrics calculated per diagnostic

class, were also reported to account for the higher prevalence of cog-

nitively unimpaired individuals in the dataset (Figure 2B). BecauseMCI

diagnoses are often more difficult to correctly classify (Figure 2D) and

are less prevalent in the sample, the balanced performance metrics

were overall slightly lower than the raw performance metrics that are

affected by class size.

3.2 Comparison of different classifiers

Our next goal was to determine whether our choice of multiclass RF as

a baseline approach significantly impacted performance. When using

tier 1 features, most of the classification pipelines performed similarly,

with our novel hierarchical methods performing significantly better

than the multiclass RF. The ensemble method using auto-sklearn per-

formed quite well with an average accuracy of 80.8% (95% CI: 79.8%

to 81.8%). This was closely followed by the multiclass RF pipeline as

reported earlier (Figure 2C). The three hierarchical pipelines yielded

mean accuracy values of 78.8% (CI: 77.7% to 79.9%), 81.5% (CI: 80.0%

to 83.0%), and 81.1% (CI: 79.8% to 82.4%) for the dementia-first,

unimpaired-first, and combined models, respectively. The latter two

models significantly outperformed the multiclass RF model and those

in the literature, which used higher cost feature inputs.5 These mod-

els also performed similarly to the auto-sklearn pipeline, which is an

ensemble method and much more computationally expensive to train.

This demonstrates the potential of our hierarchical strategy to effec-

tively leverage lower-cost data. The clustering-classification pipeline

yielded a mean accuracy of 76.0% (CI: 75.3% to 76.8%) and was com-

parable to the RF pipeline. These results suggest that the reported

performance metrics using tier 1 features are reliable across a variety

of classification strategies.

We further analyzed several binary classification tasks for classi-

fying HC, MCI, and AD dementia using tier 1 features (Figure 2D).

Using the RF pipeline, we achieved accuracies of 96.2% for AD demen-

tia versus HC, 91.9% for AD dementia versus other (screening for

AD dementia), and 88.9% for HC versus other (screening for cogni-

tive impairment due to AD), as shown in Figure 2D. In the latter two

tasks, we achieved an AD dementia screening F1-score of 0.919 (95%

CI: 0.916 to 0.922) and a cognitive impairment screening F1-score of

0.889 (95% CI: 0.884 to 0.894). Classification accuracies were similar

for the auto-sklearn pipeline. These results are comparable to those

in published studies that leveraged more costly features.43 The high-

est accuracies were associated with distinguishing AD dementia, HC,

or both, while themore difficult tasks involvedMCI classification.
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F IGURE 2 Comparison of classification performance using different feature tiers and classification pipelines. (A) Rawmetrics increasedwith
added feature tiers. Chance line indicates the performance of a naïve classifier that always predicts themost frequent class label. (B) Balanced
metrics followed the same trend, with slightly lower scores due to emphasis on theMCI class. (C) Performance across all pipelines, including
hierarchical and clustering-classificationmodels, was similar. Hierarchical strategies outperformed themulticlass RF pipeline. (D) The highest
binary classification accuracywas associatedwith distinguishing AD dementia andHC individuals. Error bars represent 95%CI across five-fold CV.

3.3 Identifying important features in AD
screening

To determine which data features might be most clinically relevant,

we investigated the feature importance values associated with clas-

sifying clinical diagnoses using different tiers of features. When only

tier 1 features were used in the RF classification pipeline (Figure 3A),

the top three features ranked in terms of contribution to classifica-

tion accuracy were each person’s subjective report of memory decline

(DECSUB), the MMSE score, and whether the subject had any diffi-

culty regarding travel and driving (TRAVEL). Many of the top ranked

features were from the patient interview and reflected a combination

of functional ability (FAS features: TRAVEL, REMDATES, TAXES), living

situation (level of independence and marital status), and demographic

information.

When tier 2 neuropsychological testing features were included,

the top features were a mix between tier 1 and tier 2 neuropsy-

chological testing features (Figure 3B). The subjects’ delayed recall

of story units (MEMUNITS) and performance in two categorical

fluency tests (VEG and ANIMALS) were among the top four fea-

tures. DECSUB remained a top feature, along with functional ability

(TRAVEL and BILLS).MMSEwas ranked seventh, followed bymore tier

1 features.

Including tier 2 MRI features revealed a similar trend of having

MEMUNITS and DECSUB in the top two spots of feature impor-

tance (Figure 3C). The same tier 2 neuropsychological testing features

(delayed recall, vegetable and animal naming) were among the top 10.

The remaining top 10 featureswere from tier 1. CerebrumCSF volume

(CERECSF), left supramarginal gray matter volume, and left paracen-

tral gray matter volume were among the top 20 features ranked by

importance.

When all three tiers of features were included, tier 3 features were

among the most important features (Figure 3D). The global CDR score

(CDRGLOB) and memory domain subscore (MEMORY) were ranked

particularly high, followed by MEMUNITS from tier 2 and DECSUB

from tier 1. Given that the CDR scores are highly correlated with the

clinical diagnosis, this ranking of features was unsurprising. CDR sum

of boxes (CDRSUM) came in at fifth, likely due to the presence of all the

CDR domain subscores that carried the same information. CERECSF

was among the top 10 and closely followed by the left parahippocam-

pal mean cortical thickness and left middle temporal mean cortical

thickness.

To understand the information carried by each feature in relation to

classification performance, we conducted classification using each of

the top 10 informative features by itself (Figure S1). For the top tier 1

features, several yielded raw accuracies that were not far behind our

base model, as the diagnostic class imbalance of our population could

drive accuracy, but all trailed the base model considerably when this

was accounted for in the balanced accuracy measure. This remained

similar for the top tier 2 features. For the top tier 3 features, we

observed higher accuracy and balanced accuracy results. Across all

features, the balanced accuracy was consistently much lower than

the accuracy, suggesting that single feature predictors struggled to

accurately classify MCI subjects and were likely better at capturing

HC (and perhaps AD) subjects, as MCI-related classifications tend

to be more difficult (Figure 2D). The classification performance of

each of the top tier 3 features is similar to that of all tier 1 fea-

tures combined, which helps to explain the modest improvement in
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F IGURE 3 Identifying important features when using tier 1 only (A), tiers 1 and 2withoutMRI (B), tiers 1 and 2 (C), and tiers 1 to 3 (D)
features. Features are colored as follows: blue: tier 1, pink: tier 2, and green: tier 3, and error bars represent SEM across CV folds. (A) Tier 1-only
classification wasmost impacted by the subjects’ self-report of significant memory decline (DECSUB). (B)With added tier 2 neuropsychological
testing features, memory again was highly relevant (delayed recall of story units, DECSUB from tier 1, and performance in two categorical fluency
tests). (C) IncludingMRI revealed a similar trend.MRI features did not rank among the top 10, but cerebrumCSF volume (CERECSF), left
supramarginal graymatter volume, and left paracentral graymatter volumewere among the top 20 features. (D)When all three tiers were
included, tier 3 features were among themost important features. Detailed descriptions of feature definitions can be found under Figure S1.

classification performance when including tier 3 features in addition

to tier 1 and 2 features.

3.4 Baseline classifications significantly inform
conversion rate

While misclassifications are commonly treated as mistakes, we know

that clinical diagnoses of AD are imperfect, and it is certainly possible

that clinical diagnoses lag the truepatient status.Wehypothesized that

classifications, especially misclassifications of baseline diagnoses, may

provide insight into follow-up diagnoses and, subsequently, conversion

risk of individuals at later time points. To determine whether this was

the case, we used the classifier predictions from the first visit and com-

pared the results to follow-up diagnoses received by subjects at visit 2

(within 1.5 years) and visit 3 (within 3 years) of the first visit.

In Figure 4, correctly classified subjects are in darker colors and

incorrectly classified subjects are in lighter colors, and baseline con-

version rates are indicated by a dashed line. When only tier 1 features

were used, conversion rates for correctly predicted subjects diagnosed

as HC at visit 1 were not statistically different from the sample con-

version rate at visit 2 or 3 (Figure 4A, left). Incorrectly predicted

subjects had conversion rates that trended higher, but, due to limited

sample sizes, no statistical tests were performed. For subjects diag-

nosed with MCI at visit 1, 27.9% converted to AD dementia at visit

2 and 39.7% converted to AD dementia at visit 3 (Figure 4A, right).

In contrast to these rates, individuals who were mistakenly classified

as HC at visit 1 had lower conversion rates, and individuals mistak-

enly classified with AD dementia had significantly higher conversion

rates (light blue, p < .05). Correctly classified individuals’ conversion

rates did not differ from the base rate (dark blue). This effect was

most prominently observed in visit 2 due to sample size limitations for

visit 3 subjects.

In a similar fashion, we used tier 1 and 2 features without MRI to

classify visit 1 diagnoses and quantified HC subjects’ conversion rates

by classifier prediction (Figure 4B, left). Correctly classified subjects

mimicked the sample conversion rate, and misclassified individuals

trended toward higher conversion rates to MCI or AD dementia at

follow-up. Similarly, forMCI subjects at visit 1, correctly classified indi-

viduals represented the sample rate of conversion, while misclassified

subjects had lower or significantly higher rates of conversion at visit

2 (Figure 4B, right, light orange, p < .05). We observed similar trends

when incorporatingMRI features and tier 3 features (Figure S2). Taken

together, these results indicate that misclassifications are, in fact, pre-

dictive of both positive and negative changes in subsequent conversion

rates.
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F IGURE 4 Predictions of visit 1 diagnoses reveal significant insight into conversion rates at follow-up visits. (A) Left: Using tier 1 features only,
predictions for HC subjects trended toward higher conversion rates for misclassified subjects (light blue) compared to the sample rate (dashed
lines). (A) Right: For subjects diagnosed asMCI at visit 1, individuals mistakenly predicted as HC had lower conversion rates and individuals
mistakenly predicted to have AD dementia had higher conversion rates, especially in visit 2 (light blue, p< .05). (B) Left: Using tier 1 and 2 features
withoutMRI, correctly predicted HC subjects (dark orange) followed the sample rate, while misclassified individuals trended toward higher
conversion rates at follow-up (light orange). (B) Right: ForMCI subjects, correctly predicted individuals represented the sample conversion rate
(dark orange), while misclassified subjects had different rates of conversion, significant for subjects incorrectly classified as AD dementia (light
orange, p< .05). For binomial tests, * denotes p< .05 after Bonferroni correction;∼ denotes p< .05 prior to correction; n.s. denotes
non-significant; no notation indicates that no test was conducted due to small sample size.

3.5 Clustering identified high-risk groups with
elevated conversion rates

While classification performance using the clustering-classification

pipeline was comparable to the baseline RF classifier and lower than

the hierarchical models, this method does provide additional infor-

mation in the form of the cluster membership of each subject. We

hypothesized that the clustermembershipsmight reveal different clin-

ical subtypes within the AD spectrum that show differential rates of

conversion at follow-up visits. To determine whether lower cost fea-

tures perform similarly to more costly features, we clustered subjects

using tier 1 features (Figure 5A), tier 1 and 2 featureswithoutMRI data

(Figure 5B), tier 1 and 2 features including MRI (Figure S3C), or tier

1 through 3 features (Figure S3D). We hypothesized that the cluster

memberships using cost-effective features would reveal similar trends

as when using higher-cost features.

Using only tier 1 features produced five clusters, each of which

showcasedmeaningful diagnosis compositions (Figure5A, left). Cluster

A contained mostly cognitively unimpaired individuals, while clusters

D and E were composed mostly of AD dementia subjects. Clusters B

and Cwere more heterogeneous across diagnosis groups. For subjects

diagnosed as HC from visit 1, conversion rates differed significantly

from the sample rate for subjects in clusters C to E at visit 2, who

had higher rates of conversion at 13.3% compared to the baseline

rate of 3.9% (Figure 5A, middle; p < .05). At visit 3, this group of

HC subjects continued to exhibit significantly high conversion rates

of 75.0% compared to the sample rate of 9.4% (Figure 5A, right;

p < .05). This subset of HC subjects within clusters C to E is at sig-

nificantly elevated risk—more than three times more likely to decline

at visit 2 and almost eight times more likely to decline at visit 3

than the population—and should be prioritized for follow-up care in

the clinic.

ForMCI subjects, conversion rateswere significantly higher for sub-

jects in cluster D at visit 2 (66.7% compared to 27.9%, p < .005). For

subjects in cluster A, conversion rates were lower than the sample

rate at visit 2 (10.8% compared to 27.9%,marginally significant). These

results showed thatMCI subjects belonging in clusterAwere less likely

to progress toADdementia at follow-up, but subjects in clusterDwere

at significantly higher risk of progressing to AD dementia (Figure 5A,

right). This group of high-risk MCI subjects is more than two times
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F IGURE 5 Cluster membership is linked to risk of subsequent decline. (A) Using tier 1 features only, for HC subjects, cluster Bmembership
indicated significantly greater conversion at visit 2 compared to expected rate shown as the dashed line (p< .05), and cluster C to Emembership
indicated significantly greater conversion at visit 3 compared to expected (p< .05). ForMCI subjects, cluster Awas associated with lower
conversion (marginally significant), while cluster Cwas associated with significantly higher conversion to AD dementia at visit 2 (p< .005). (B)
Using tier 1 and 2 features withoutMRI, for HC subjects, cluster C to Emembership was associated with significantly greater conversion at both
visits 2 and 3 compared to the expected rates (p< .05). ForMCI subjects, cluster Dmembership was associated with significantly greater
conversion at visit 2 (p< .05) and cluster C to Emembership was associated with significantly greater conversion at visit 3 (p< .005). For binomial
tests, * indicates p< .05 and ** denotes p< .005 after Bonferroni correction;∼ denotes p< .05 prior to correction.

more likely to decline at visit 2 compared to their peers and should be

prioritized for clinical care.

Using tier 1 and 2 features without MRI, we produced five clusters

with similar distributions of clinical diagnoses (Figure 5B, left). Clusters

A and B were mostly composed of cognitively unimpaired individuals.

Cluster C contained mostly MCI subjects, and clusters D and E were

predominantly represented by AD dementia individuals. HC subjects

belonging to clusters C to E had significantly greater conversion rates

at follow-up (13.9% vs baseline 3.9% at visit 2 with p < .05, 33.3% vs

baseline 9.4% at visit 3 with p< .05). This shows that cognitively unim-

paired individuals in clusters C to E are almost four times more likely

to worsen at follow-up visits (Figure 5B, middle). For MCI subjects,

those in cluster D had significantly elevated conversion rates at visit

2 (52.6% vs. 27.9%, p < .05), and those in clusters D or E had signifi-

cantly elevated conversion rates at visit 3 compared to the sample rate

(81.3% vs. 39.7%, p < .005). This represents a nearly two-fold increase

in conversion rate at visits 2 and 3 compared to the population rate

(Figure 5B, right). These individuals should be prioritized for follow-up

clinical visits to ensure proper care is delivered. We reported similar

results when incorporatingMRI and tier 3 features (Figure S3).

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the application of statistical machine

learning to understanding AD clinical diagnoses using cost-effective

data fromNACC.We achieved high accuracy (∼90%) for the most vital

binary classifications (HC vs. other and AD vs. other) and moderately

highaccuracy (∼80%) for identifyingMCIusing low-cost tier 1 features.

This indicates that using lower cost data holds promise for identifying

even the earliest clinical symptoms.We further demonstrated the util-

ity of low-cost data by achieving multinomial classification results that
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were more accurate than those of past studies (which used higher cost

features), and we identified the most important features contribut-

ing to this. Notably, the RF classifier’s labels were more indicative of

conversion risk than would be expected by chance, and our cluster-

ingmethod identifiedhigh-risk subgroups thathad significantly greater

conversion risk at follow-up visits. This work establishes a framework

for more efficient AD screening in tandem with quantification of con-

version risk, conferring confidence in classification using cost-effective

data.

Our reported classification performance is very competitive with

existing work. Of the studies that utilized multimodal data, some did

report classification accuracy using a subset of modalities. El-Sappagh

et al. reported a RF multiclass classification accuracy of 77.8% using

neuropsychological testing features and, when using medical history

features, an accuracy of 46.2%.4 In contrast, when we utilized tier 1

features (without neuropsychological tests beyond the simple MMSE),

we obtained a multiclass accuracy of 77.3% using RF and 81.5% using

our combined hierarchical pipeline. Qiu et al. reported deep learn-

ing multiclass accuracy of 78.2% using medical history, clinical data,

functional assessment, and neuropsychological testing features.5 In

comparison, our results using tier 1 and 2 features (without MRI)

yielded amulticlass accuracy of 80.2% using a simpler RF classifier.

Intuitively, one might presuppose that by including tier 3 features,

accuracy could reach 100% as this includes the full set of CDR scores

often used to define disease status in the literature.9,44 However, the

clinical diagnosis is more complex and considers a wider range of fac-

tors. In our sample, global CDR scores and CDR sum of boxes scores

overlapped considerably across the three clinical diagnoses and, on

their own, only obtained balanced accuracies of 71% to 72% (Figure

S1D), notably lower than the 82.1% achieved by the RF classifier

when using tier 1 to 3 features. Additionally, clinical experts can dis-

agree on diagnoses, quantified by meta-analyses on diagnostic criteria

used in the NACC UDS,22,23 which showed that agreement for diag-

noses of AD-related cognitive impairment yielded a kappa of 0.71

(95% CI: 0.65 to 0.77).45 When specifically using the NIH-AA 2011

diagnostic criteria, a study found an average kappa of 0.76 (95% CI:

0.65 to 0.86) between neurologists.46 Our RF model yielded a simi-

lar kappa score of 0.75 when using all feature tiers. Given that our

model mimics experts when producing clinical diagnoses, the accuracy

we achieved using tier 3 features may represent a near-ceiling level of

performance. In this context, the classificationperformanceusing tier 1

features is impressive and suggest that tier 1 features,whenused aptly,

can capture a large amount of the signal carried by the more costly

tier 3 features.

Our binary classification results exceeded the screening accuracy

of general practitioners. Using only tier 1 features, we produced very

high accuracies that were comparable to past work, which used higher

cost data not readily available to most older adults.47 In the context of

primary care, meta-analyses found that general practitioners achieved

an F1-score of 0.735 when screening for dementia and an F1-score of

0.785 when screening for cognitive impairment.2 Our pipeline, using

only primary care-accessible features (tier 1), outperformed these

findings, with an AD dementia screening F1-score of 0.919 and a cog-

nitive impairment screening F1-score of 0.889. These results were

robust across classification methodology. Beyond the scope of gen-

eral medical practice, our model was also able to capture MCI status

at a high level of accuracy using tier 1 features (81.5% for MCI vs.

other, 86.4% for MCI vs. HC, and 81.0% for MCI vs. AD dementia).

Thus, cost-effective data can produce very accurate screening results

for AD dementia and AD-related cognitive impairment even at the

earliest stages.

In addition, we developed novel hierarchical models that performed

competitively with the more complex ensemble pipeline. Given that

the MCI classification task was the hardest, we hypothesized that

we could improve classification performance by breaking down the

multiclass landscape into two sequential binary classifications. From

this we developed the dementia-first, unimpaired-first, and combined

hierarchical models. When using tier 1 features, the latter two meth-

ods, which only used two classifiers each, performed similarly to the

ensemble auto-sklearn pipeline, which used up to seven classifiers and

was much more computationally expensive. This shows that applying

relevant domain knowledge can significantly aid diagnosis prediction.

An alternative approach to classification is clustering of data in

an unsupervised manner. Classification using our clustering-based

pipeline achieved an accuracy of 75.8%, outperforming past work that

usedk-nearest neighbors andachievedamulticlass accuracyof 64.76%

using a larger number ofmodalities, including neuropsychological test-

ing, CDR scores, PET, MRI, and CSF biomarkers.4 We also gained

further insight into conversion risk associated with cluster member-

ship, which can guide triaging of patients at higher or lower risk of

decline over time.We expect that future work with larger sample sizes

for longitudinal visitswill lead tomore significant findings and replicate

our results, which were limited by sample size.

Using the foregoing classification results, we developed novel anal-

yses to gain insight into conversion risk at follow-up visits using only

baseline visit information. First, we found that the classifier’s predic-

tions, especially for misclassified subjects, were significantly indicative

of conversion than the expected population rate. This was observed

for both the RF and hierarchical classifiers. This suggests that the clas-

sifiers are leading the clinical diagnosis and are sensitive to features

predictive of conversion risk. Second, our clustering model represents

a promising approach for finding clinically meaningful subgroups while

also providing classification results. With only tier 1 features, we iden-

tified a groupof high-riskHCsubjectswhowere three timesmore likely

to decline at visit 2 and almost eight timesmore likely to decline at visit

3. We identified another subset of high-risk MCI subjects who were

more than two times more likely to decline at visit 2 compared to their

peers. In futurework,weaimto further analyze these results to identify

the clinical profiles of subjects within each cluster. This will help deter-

mine whether there are differential features across clusters that may

help us understand cluster membership.

To better understand our findings, we investigated which features

were important to the classification. The subject’s self-report of notice-

able memory decline (DECSUB) was consistently one of the top infor-

mative features. Further exploration is required to tease apart the rela-

tionships between DECSUB and the often-present neuropsychiatric
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variables in this population48 and to understand their relationship to

the classification results. In light of our findings that the classifier’s

predictions led clinical diagnosis, DECSUB and other important fea-

tures may be predictive features of subsequent decline. In contrast,

the includedMRI featureswere not important to our classifiers. Includ-

ing them in tier 2 did not improve performance, and none were ranked

within the top 10 features.We note that these are basic structural fea-

tures from NACC and do not necessarily represent structural MRI’s

true potential or the potential for other forms of MRI (eg, ASL, DWI,

MRS, rsfMRI). Additionally, scanner and acquisition differences across

ADRCsmay reduce the signal extracted fromMRI here.

We further examined feature importance by evaluating classifica-

tion accuracy using individual features (Figure S1). We observed that

the drop in balanced accuracy compared to raw accuracy was much

greater than expected from earlier results (Figure 2). This suggests

that single feature predictors struggled to accurately classify the more

challenging MCI subjects (Figure 2D). This drop in balanced accuracy

was most noticeable for tier 1 and 2 features. Classification using

the CDR global score (CDRGLOB) achieved raw (78.0%) and balanced

(73.2%) accuracies comparable to those obtained using tier 1 features.

This was also observed when using the CDR sum of boxes score (raw:

82.0%, balanced: 71.7%). These CDR scores are used as key indicators

of outcome in research studies and clinical trials for AD and related

dementias.44 Additionally, prior work showed that machine learning

classifiers could accurately predict categories of CDR scores using

tier 1 and 2 features.9 Yet, the combination of tier 1 features was

able to perform on par with these gold standards, offering a far more

accessible and cost-effective solution.

Several notable limitations exist in our work. Since we based our

classification targets on clinical diagnosis from experts, classification

metrics are not reflective of post mortem neuropathological diagno-

sis of AD. While we defined tier 1 as data that could be reasonably

collected from a primary care visit, we recognize that this may be con-

strained by different resource and time limitations to only include a

subset of tier 1 features. Future work to investigate how well lim-

ited sets of tier 1 features can perform will help elucidate this. As this

study focused on late-onset AD, this work limited its scope to older

adults above the age of 65, which can be a limitation when consid-

ering earlier onset ages for AD. While we had a large cross-sectional

sample for the first visit, longitudinal sample sizes were limited in this

study. This limited the number of statistical tests we could conduct to

evaluate the significance of conversion rate findings. Additionally, the

NACC dataset is not a representative sample of the aging population

in the United States due to selection and volunteer biases. More work

must be done in future studies to address the lack of representation

of different groups and to improve diversity, equity, and inclusion in

aging studies. We have identified other datasets with lower cost fea-

tures to further validate these findings inmore representative samples

that have greater ethnic, racial, and geographic representation avail-

able from Medicare’s Annual Wellness Visit or from the Health and

Retirement Study and related studies.49–51 With increased access to

plasma biomarkers and the recent draft of the “NIA-AA Revised Cri-

teria for Diagnosis and Staging of Alzhiemer’s Disease,” we envision

that plasma biomarkers, like other tier 1 features, can complement

the existing screening algorithms to allow for predictions of both clin-

ical and biological AD staging. Our future work includes incorporating

plasma biomarkers to improve the diagnostic utility of lower cost data

for more older adults.
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